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Abstract 
This project follows the design of a new 132kV Subtransmission line from Wellington to 
Dubbo in Western NSW. Focus is centred toward optimum material selection for major items 
such as poles and conductor and finding key differences between the distribution authority’s 
standard and Australian standards in an attempt to reduce costs for the project. Costs are 
reduced significantly in the material selection area with high potential advantage in selecting 
larger conductors to reduce losses and in using a more diverse range of poles. Little benefit is 
found through other areas of difference between standards largely due to this job being well 
suited to EE Subtransmission standards.  
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2 Introduction  
 
2.1 Project Aim 
Over recent years heavy investment in network infrastructure has led to development of 
Subtransmission Design and Construction standards within Essential Energy, which were 
focused on the ability to deliver a Subtransmission line in the shortest possible timeframe. 
Given recent commitment by the NSW government to ensure electricity price rises to 
customers don’t exceed Consumer Price Index (CPI) rises for the next six years, focus is 
currently shifting toward achieving required reliability from new subtransmission line 
projects for the lowest possible capital investment. The aim of this project was to find ways 
to reduce the capital cost of construction, through optimised design and material selection. In 
order to accomplish this, a case study follows the design of new 132 kV line proposed to 
begin construction in April 2014 from Wellington to Dubbo in western NSW.  
 
2.2  Wellington to Dubbo South 132 kV line project background 
2.2.1 Overview and background of the case study project 
Essential Energy (EE) is a NSW Government owned power distributor responsible for the 
largest electricity network in Australia. EE provides services to more than 800,000 homes in 
regional NSW and covers 95 % of the geographical area of NSW plus small areas of 
Queensland and Victoria. It is Essential Energy’s responsibility to plan, develop and maintain 
both the subtransmission and distribution networks in order to meet ongoing requirements for 
customers within this area. Requirements of this responsibility are set out in EE’s Network 
planning standard, its NSW Distribution Network Service Provider (DNSP) licence 
compliance conditions, the NSW Demand Management Regulations and the National 
Electricity Rules (NER).  
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Figure 1: Essential Energy area map 
 
One of the requirements of these conditions is to provide N-1 contingency for any of the 
subtransmission systems where there is load requirements greater than 15 MVA. N-1 criteria 
stipulates that the system must be capable of supplying its load requirements with any 
element taken out of service. In terms of subtransmission lines this means that if any single 
line fails the system still needs to be capable of supplying its load requirements. 
EE’s network planning division identified shortcomings relating to its responsibilities with 
regard to N-1 capacity and security of supply constraints on the 132 kV network supplying 
the Dubbo and North Western region of NSW. Following this an investigation and report into 
options to restore N-1 capacity to the 132 kV subtransmission systems from the Transgrid 
330-132 kV bulk supply transmission substation at Wellington was undertaken with the 
preferred option from the report being adopted by Essential Energy. As part of the preferred 
option an existing 66 kV feeder, feeder 813 was to be removed from service and a new 132 
kV overhead line constructed along its general route. This line replacement project was the 
case study line for this research project.   
The 66 kV feeder to be replaced, feeder 813, runs from Essential Energy’s Wellington Zone 
Substation to the Eulomogo Zone Substation just outside Dubbo. The proposed new line is to 
connect the Dubbo South zone substation to Transgrid’s bulk supply transmission substation 
at Wellington. This will require rearrangements and new sections of line at each end of the 
alignment and the conversion of the Geurie Zone substation to a 132 kV substation. See 
Figure 2 for current subtransmission arrangement. 
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Figure 2: Existing Subtransmission Network Block Diagram 
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Figure 3: Future Subtransmission Network Block Diagram 
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2.3 Network Load requirements  
The new line will supply a share of the load from the Wellington BSP to the Dubbo and 
western area network. Its share of that load was determined in order to calculate what the 
current requirements for the new line will be. EE’s network planning department have 
predicted future growth in demand based on past and current demand being taken from the 
Wellington BSP. Maximum summer peak load when the study was conducted in 2011 had 
demand on the network peaking at approximately 186 MW in 2011. As the summer peak load 
has fallen, rather than utilise EE’s planning department data, data for the past ten years was 
used to determine load trends for this project with an averaged linear growth trend of around 
2.01 MW per annum. (see Figure 4: 2011 historical load data for Dubbo Network ) coming 
from data for the past 12 years. 
 
Figure 4: 2011 historical load data for Dubbo Network and trend for Dubbo and Western NSW  
Therefore using this trend for a line life of fifty years and assuming continuous linear load 
growth in peak summer load at the end of life will be approx.: 
ܨݑݐݑݎ݁	ܮ݋ܽ݀ሺܯܹሻ ൌ 173 ൅ 50 ∗ 2.08 
ൌ 277	ܯܹ 
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2.4 Route Overview 
 
The new 132 kV feeder will connect Wellington Bulk Supply Point (BSP) to Dubbo South 
zone substation. It will involve the construction of approximately 49 km of new 132 kV line.  
 
Figure 5: Essential Energy Existing Subtransmission Network Wellington-Dubbo 
The design will be split into 4 separate sections.  
2.4.1 Section 1 
Section 1 involves rearrangements around Dubbo in order to disconnect feeder 813 from 
Eulomogo Zone Substation and connect it across to the south Dubbo Zone substation.   
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Figure 6: Section 1 Existing Network 
 
Figure 7: Section 1 Final Network 
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2.4.2 Section 2 
Section 2 will involve the recovery of an existing 66 kV line and the construction of a new 
132 kV line in its place from the Eulomogo Substation to the tee off into Geurie substation. 
Included in this section will be two additional relocations through the villages of Wongarbon 
and Geurie in order to take the new lines further away from existing residences and schools. 
This section will be around 26 km. 
 
Figure 8:  Section 2 
2.4.3 Section 3 
In section 3 the existing line currently runs along much of the Mitchell highway road reserve. 
The proximity of the line to the road way is unacceptable however, therefore a new route has 
been selected through consultation with land holders and so section 3 will be a new line on 
new route for around 13.5 km.  
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2.4.4 Section 4  
Section 4 will be the entry section into the Wellington BSP. This will involve running 
approx. 4.5 km parallel with Transgrid’s Parkes 132 kV line to the Transgrid BSP within 
existing electricity easement. 
 
Figure 9: Section 3 & 4 
2.5 Methodology and design software for project 
In order to determine if there was a capital construction cost difference between Essential 
Energy standard and the Australian / New Zealand Overhead line design standard, the  
number, strengths and lengths of poles, the amount and strength of stays and the foundations 
needed to ensure each design met the required criteria under each standard was determined. A 
cost comparison was then undertaken between the different scenarios. In order to determine 
this detail, design was carried out for each variation of the standards to see where greatest 
cost savings could be achieved. For the design of the overhead power lines Power Line 
Systems Inc.’s software PLS-CADD was utilised.  
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PLS-CADD is claimed to be ‘the most powerful software for overhead power line design 
available’ (Power line systems website). PLS-CADD is widely accepted within the electricity 
supply industry to be the industry standard software for overhead power line design. It is 
capable of three dimensional terrain modelling and can import ground survey data from a 
variety of sources. This terrain model can be then used to create profiles for clearance 
models. PLS-CADD is also capable of modelling sag, performing cable tension calculation, 
as well as structural modelling with the add-on pole modules. Structural analysis can be 
undertaken using traditional ruling span methods or finite element analysis using the 
Structural Analysis of Power and communication Systems (SAPS) add on module.  
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3 Literature Review 
3.1 Introduction  
 
In order for power lines to be constructed in a manner that provides safe and reliable supply 
of electricity to consumers, design of overhead lines must be carried out to comply with 
standards set out to ensure that lines are capable of both delivering the required energy and 
withstanding adverse weather conditions. There are many standards applicable to power lines 
and their components, however the predominant standard applicable to the design of 
Overhead lines in Australia and New Zealand is AS/NZ 7000:2010 Overhead line design –
Detailed Procedures (AS/NZ 7000).  
As this projects aim was to find areas of difference between Australian Standard AS/NZ7000 
and Essential Energy’s more onerous Sub-transmission design standards, then use these 
standards on a case study project to determine if a reduction in capital cost could be achieved, 
the focus for the literature review was heavily centred towards finding the major differences 
between these documents. 
 Research into lightning protection and earthing has also been undertaken through texts and 
journal articles. 
3.2 Standards 
Essential Energy’s Sub-transmission design manual CEOM7081 and construction manual 
CEOM7082 are the design standards and pole configurations that Essential Energy currently 
requires lines designed on their behalf or lines that will come under their ownership after 
completion of construction be designed to. These standards differ from current Australian and 
New Zealand standard AS/NZ7000 on some key points which could potentially result in a 
higher construction costs to build to the Essential Energy Standards. There are several key 
areas where differences occur that will be looked at in detail these are: 
 Method of deriving the maximum wind speed for ultimate loads.  
 Clearances to ground 
 Material selections  
 Lightning protection and earthing 
12 
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3.2.1 Method of deriving Ultimate wind 
AS/NZ 7000 has a detailed procedure to determine what wind force to use for determination 
of the ultimate loads on poles and wires during adverse conditions. This in turn refers to 
Australian/New Zealand standard AS/NZ 4676 structural design requirements for utility 
services poles and AS/NZ1170 structural design actions Part 2 : Wind actions.  
AS/NZ1170 gives the equation ௦ܸ௜௧,ఉ ൌ ோܸܯௗሺܯ௭,௖௔௧ܯ௦ܯ௧ሻ where  
ோܸ ൌ  Regional gust wind speed  ܯௗ=  Wind direction multiplier  
ܯ௭,௖௔௧ ൌ Terrain/height multiplier ܯ௧ ൌ  topographic multiplier 
ܯ௦ ൌ  Shielding multiplier 
The value for ோܸis determined from the return period which is dependent on the lines required 
level of reliability and security. Other multipliers are reduction factors or increase factors as 
applicable. 
Once ௦ܸ௜௧,ఉis determined the wind force to be input into PLS-Cadd, in Pascals, can be 
determined as  
ݍ௭ ൌ 0.6ܥௗ ௦ܸ௜௧,ఉ௭ଶ 
Where ݍ௭= wind pressure on structures and conductors and ܥௗ ൌdrag coefficient (1 for 
cylindrical objects) 
In contrast to this CEOM7081 gives fixed wind pressures for regions within its distribution 
area: 
Weather Zone Description Wind limit State (pa) 
A Coastal Strip and Western Region 1000 
B Central Highlands and Northern Tablelands 1000 
C Far North Coast  1200  
D Alpine  1000  
E Sub-Alpine 1000  
Table 1: Essential Energy regional limit state wind pressure [10] 
These wind loads have been created using a generalised form of the process above with a 
worst case flat open terrain with no obstacles for shielding from the direct wind or 
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escarpments redirecting the flow of air so as to be applicable under all circumstances. 
Directional reduction factors and span reduction factors available which effectively decrease 
the severity of the wind loading are ignored in EE’s approach to determining wind velocity.  
3.2.2 Clearance to ground 
Minimum clearance from phase conductors to ground is another area where CEOM7081 
differs from AS/NZ7000. CEOM7081 has the following ground clearance. 
Nominal System 
Voltage 
Distance to ground in any direction (meters) 
Over the 
carriageway of roads
Over land other 
than the 
carriageway of 
roads 
Over land which due 
to its steepness or 
swampiness is not 
traversable by vehicles
33 kV 7.3 6 5 
66 kV & 132 kV 8 7.3 6 
Table 2: Essential Energy ground clearance requirements [10] 
In comparison at these same voltage levels AAS/NZ7000 requires; 
Nominal System 
Voltage 
Distance to ground in any direction (meters) 
Over the 
carriageway of roads 
Over land other 
than the 
carriageway of 
roads 
Over land which due 
to its steepness or 
swampiness is not 
traversable by vehicles 
33 kV 6.7 5.5 4.5 
66 kV & 132 kV 6.7 6.7 5.5 
Table 3: AS/NZ 7000 clearance requirements for ground clearance [11] 
Reasoning for the increased clearance requirements is to allow for construction errors such as 
incorrect tensioning or poles being buried too deep as well as allowing for conductor creep 
beyond that which is allowed for in the design model and pre-tensioning regime. (Explained 
in mechanical design section of project)  
3.2.3 Material Selection  
Material selection was expected to be the area where largest potential cost reduction is 
achievable. As such, a large portion of this research project is devoted to looking at 
optimising materials such as poles and conductors. AS/NZ 7000 places no restriction on 
14 
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material selection or configuration other than ensuring minimum circuit separation and 
component strength criteria is met. These criteria are explained in detail in the relevant design 
section of this report.  
Conversely EE has standardised on a limited set of standard materials and to use materials 
outside the standard must be justified. 
3.2.3.1 Poles		
Essential energy manuals stipulate poles can be concrete, steel or timber but length and 
strengths are restricted to 21 and 24 m in 30, 40, 60 or 80 kN tip load strength ratings. These 
restrictions often result in poles being used that are capable of supporting loads much larger 
than required. In order to determine what would be the benefit of using a more diverse range 
of poles, models of lines with different options were created. First a model made up with the 
most cost effective of Essential Energy’s range of poles was created, then models with a more 
diverse range of poles from each supplier (Rocla, Ingal and Bluescope) were created. Each of 
the diverse pole lines were created using any available product from that suppliers standard 
range capable of withstanding the required load conditions. 
3.2.3.2 Insulators	
Insulators are to be selected from the standard stock items. Limited selection is available 
according to different creepage lengths for pollution ratings and strength ratings. 
3.2.3.3 Conductors		
Phase conductor 
Economically conductors represent a significant proportion of the overall capital cost of a 
subtransmission power line. Historically copper was the material of choice for overhead 
conductors however due to cost, weight and availability aluminium based conductors are 
more prevalent in current designs with copper overhead conductor rarely if ever used.  
Common aluminium based conductors include but are not limited to: 
  AAC= All Aluminium Conductor  
  AAAC=All Aluminium Alloy conductors  
  ACSR/GZ=Aluminium Conductor -Galvanised steel reinforced 
  ACSR/AC= Aluminium Conductor-Aluminium Clad steel Reinforced  
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All Aluminium Alloy Conductor AAAC is the conductor Essential Energy uses for phase 
conductors 
Overhead earth conductors (OHEW) 
Overhead earth wires don’t carry load current, they are put in place to shied phase conductors 
from lightning by directing lightning current to earth before the it reaches phase conductors, 
therefore conductivity of the material is not as relevant an issue as it is with phase conductor. 
For this reason historically cheaper steel conductors have been used for OHEW. New optic 
fibre cored aluminium OHEWs (OPGW) are capable of providing communications as well as 
shielding phase conductors. Essential Energy uses OPGW as OHEW with a 96 fibre optical 
fibre cored OPGW used in almost all circumstances, however there is a 46 fibre version of 
OPGW also available as a standard conductor within EE.  
Net present value of ongoing power losses from conductor resistance in smaller conductors 
compared to increased construction costs for larger wire conductor was undertaken to 
determine if financial benefit could be achieved from using a conductor larger than the 
minimum size required to achieve the load requirements as recommended for large projects 
in AS/NZ 7000. 
3.2.4 Lightning protection and earthing 
Essential energy has recently adopted (as has industry) the risk based earthing philosophy. 
The basis of this is to determine the risk of earth potential rise or step and touch potential 
causing a fatality. If this risk is acceptably low, less than 1:1000000 [8] then higher pole earth 
resistances are allowed as long as system protection will operate as designed.  
This rise in earth resistance affects the voltage level developed on poles when the overhead 
earth wire is hit by lightning. Many journals and articles have been written explaining the 
correlation between earth resistance and voltage rise on poles causing back flashover from 
structures during lightning faults. Shweldi [2] suggests a correlation between back flash 
frequency rates and suggests marked improvement in performance with decreased high 
current footing resistance in his study on 230 kV lines. In this project a similar approach will 
be adopted to predict the performance of the line from back flashover with elevated earth 
resistances. Darveniza [3] gives methods for predicting the severity and frequency of 
lightning strikes and suggests that if OHEW earth wires are used only direct strikes to the 
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OHEW need to be considered for flash over as induced voltage onto phase conductors from 
nearby strikes only results in voltage rises too small to cause flashover.  
While security level and reliability requirements can vary for lines depending on their 
function for lines supplying critical loads such as subtransmission lines Gillespie aims for 
outages from lightning of less than one outage per year [9] page 76. 
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4 Methodology  
4.1 Line modelling  
The method adopted for the line design comparison was to create separate computer models 
of the new line using line design software called PLS-CADD. This software allows the user 
to create multiple lines within the one model. Each of these models were created to be 
compliant with each standard and a determination of the cost will be made by using a spread 
sheet to calculate the number and cost of poles within the model. 
The first step involved with creating the PLS-CADD models was to gather the survey data to 
create the terrain model. There are various methods for collecting the data and some of them 
used in this project included Terrestrial Laser Scan (TLS), aerial Lidar scan and GPS survey 
equipment. 
Once the terrain model was created all weather and designs criteria such as wind multipliers, 
temperatures, feature codes and wind speeds were input into the program. A suite of 
structures were then created for strain suspension and angle configurations. This took 
considerable time for this project due to the number of models required for each of the 
standards particularly the diverse pole lines. 
The structures and wires were then located on the terrain model and their strengths analysed 
to make sure they were adequate for the loads under limit state conditions. 
4.2 Resources requirements 
4.2.1 Survey equipment 
In order to gather the survey data for the terrain model survey equipment was required. 
Essential Energy has some survey equipment to complete the work in the form of Leica total 
stations for ground survey and a Trimble survey Global Navigation Satellite System GPS. 
These were used in conjunction to collect data to supplement other previously collected data 
to create the terrain models in sections where no data has previously been gathered. Ground 
based laser scan data was also trialled over three smaller portions of the line where 
relocations are to occur in order to establish its effectiveness for surveying and modelling 
existing lines. 
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4.2.2 Software 
As mentioned the software used for modelling the lines was PLS-CADD this software is 
expensive to purchase however Essential Energy use PLS-CADD for all subtransmission line 
design work and owns licences for PLS CADD, PLS POLE concrete wood and steel, and 
SAPS finite element analysis. 
Microsoft Excel was used for comparison of and accumulating costs as well as determining 
final numbers of structures. 
Matlab was used for NPV and loss calculation as well as cost analysis for different 
conductors. 
4.2.3 Computer 
A Lenovo T520 laptop was used to run the software and develop the models. 
4.3 Safety 
Safety is of paramount importance in all aspects of work in engineering. This project aimed 
to keep safety the primary concern in the design of the Wellington to Dubbo 132 kV line.  
4.3.1 Field work 
Risk assessments were conducted for all aspects of the outdoor work and survey data 
gathering. The primary risk while surveying was traffic keen awareness was maintained at all 
times when working near the road and high visibility clothing was also worn with work 
taking take place only during daylight hours.  
The rail corridor was also a section to be surveyed that encompassed a higher risk level then 
general and to negate the need for access to the rail corridor this risk was overcome through 
the use of reflector-less laser survey equipment set up outside the rail corridor so access 
didn’t need to be gained. 
Animals such as snakes in open bushland can cause serious sickness and once again 
awareness needed to be maintained along with wearing of the appropriate footwear and thick 
trousers.  
Sun exposure was limited with sunscreen and broad brimmed hat worn when in direct 
sunlight. 
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Laser survey equipment was also used only by a trained operator and care taken not to look 
directly into the machine when reflector-less shots were being taken. 
4.3.2 Safety of design 
The priority during design of a overhead power lines is to achieve required ratings and being 
able to deliver the power in a safe and reliable manner. Of primary concern is the safety of 
the public and field staff who are required to construct the line.  
New lines must be high enough to meet clearance requirements under full load at hot summer 
temperatures. In areas that people are likely to frequent where risk of EPR can be limited 
through simple design changes then steps such as underground gradient rings and lower earth 
resistances are taken to limit the risk as much as possible. 
Consideration also must be given to how the construction staff can build the line safely. 
Adequate termination structures and room for temporary stays, locations of services such as 
gas mains and optic fibre, induced voltages onto nearby parallel services, rail crossings and 
climbing corridor clearance for live line maintenance must all be considered during the 
design phase and any potential issues resolved during the process of design. 
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5 Conductors 
 
As mentioned previously conductors represent a significant portion of the capital cost of a 
new overhead power line. The selection of conductor however should be considered much 
deeper than simply selecting the cheapest conductor per meter that can fulfil the desired 
current rating. Although having a current rating high enough to supply the desired load is of 
primary concern, secondary considerations can influence other parameters of design, for 
instance their size and weight have a significant influence on required structure, fitting, and 
foundation strengths.  
Secondary considerations include: 
  Mechanical weight and strength  
Corona Discharge  
  Environmental requirements 
  Economic requirements  
5.1 Future Maximum loads. 
(Note this section is not an attempt at accurate forecasting only performed to estimate future 
load current for predictive cost calculation and conductor requirements)   
EE’s subtransmission planning department have complex impedance models of the future 
Dubbo network, developed in order to determine what share of load the three 132 kV feeders 
will supply. (Appendix (C) Network SinCal models) This model shows that for current 
summer peak load of 173 MVA the share of the peak load taken by the feeders will be  
Table 4: Line load share 
Feeder  94F 94J New 132 kV feeder 
MVA  62.14 62.14 51.01 
MW 61.5 60.91 50.90              
Rac ohms/km 0.0955 0.0955 0.139(assuming 
nitrogen conductor) 
XL ohms/km 0.4 0.4 0.4 
XC nF/km 9.5 8.5 10.5 
Length  46.9 46.9 48 
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For maximum future load of 280 MW and under n-1 conditions allowing a conservative half 
the load to be delivered by the new feeder (over estimate) then the new line could be required 
to deliver approx. 140 MW  of power corresponding to a current of 612 amps. 
5.2 Electrical Considerations and conductor design temperature 
The most critical selection criterion for a subtransmission conductor is its ability to supply the 
required current to meet future load conditions without becoming too hot. The final 
temperature of a conductor is a result of a series of factors, ambient temperature, the cooling 
effect of wind, heat generated from power loss due to the current passing through the 
resistance of the cable and solar radiation all combine to influence the real time temperature 
of an aerial conductor. 
Excessive heat causes problems for power line conductors for two main reasons, expansion 
causing additional sag which can result in clearance violations and reduction in Ultimate 
Tensile Strength (UTS) of conductors operated at elevated temperatures for prolonged 
periods due to annealing of the metal.  
Conductors are rated for their current carrying capability based on an ambient temperature, 
wind condition and a summer midday solar radiation condition. EE standards base conductor 
current ratings on a 35 degree summer day with 0.5 m/s wind speed. Some typical EE 
conductor ratings are shown in appendix (B).   
The effect of heat on annealing of conductors is cumulative. EE sets a maximum design 
temperature of 85 degrees on subtransmission conductors in order to prevent significant 
reduction of conductor strength. From Figure 10 below 85 degrees corresponds to a reduction 
in tensile strength of around than 3-4 % after 10,000 hours accumulated at that temperature. 
In order for this to happen however this circuit would have to be made run full load in the 
middle of summer for 10000 hours which would be not likely to occur over the lifespan of 
this line as under normal operation it will carry less than 1/3 the total system load and thus be 
well under its maximum operating conditions. So the maximum design temperature will be 
left at 85 degrees as per EE standards. 
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Figure 10: Figure BB2 of AS/NZ 7000 percentage of original strength Vs. time and temperature for alloy 
1120 AAAC conductors 
5.3 Environmental Considerations for Conductor Operation 
Consideration must also be given to the environment that the conductor will be required to 
operate in as some materials perform better under different circumstances than others  
Table 5: Corrosion performance of conductors (Gillespie 2011) 
Conductor 
Type 
SALT SPRAY POLLUTION  INDUSTRIAL POLLUTION 
OPEN OCEAN BAYS/RIVERS ACIDIC  ALKALINE 
AAC GOOD GOOD GOOD POOR 
AAAC/6201 GOOD GOOD OK POOR 
AAAC/1120 GOOD GOOD GOOD POOR 
ASCR/AC OK  GOOD OK POOR 
ASCR/GZ POOR OK OK POOR 
 
Of the above conductors AAAC/6201 is a special high temperature alloy much more 
expensive than AAAC/1120 and so will be considered no further. ASCR/AC has very similar 
properties to ASCR/GZ except as shown above has better corrosion resistance properties, 
however is more expensive than ASCR/GZ and as the corrosion resistant properties are not 
required for this application shall also be considered no further. 
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5.4 Mechanical Considerations 
The diameter, weight and material of the selected conductor will affect the structure, 
foundation and guys/stay designs and hence cost of the project. As most transverse forces 
from wind on inline poles, under limit state loads, comes from the pressure of the wind on the 
conductors, decreasing the diameter of the conductor results in lower transverse load and 
therefore in smaller foundations and pole strengths as well as potentially fewer guys. Vertical 
weight of conductors does effects structure and foundation strength requirement however its 
effects are minimal. 
The ultimate tensile strength (UTS) of the material being used also affects structure and 
foundation strengths especially on free standing or non-supported angle structures. The 
higher UTS of steel reinforced conductors allow them to be pulled much tighter resulting in 
less sag and hence less structures on long straight lines. Conversely these higher tensions in 
steel reinforced conductor results in significantly higher bending moments and therefore tip 
loads being placed on angle and strain structures, increasing pole strength and foundation 
withstand requirements for these structures.  
Although it has high conductivity, due to its low tensile strength requiring short, slack spans 
AAC is not used in rural applications such as the Wellington Dubbo line and so shall be 
disregarded.  
Table 6: Potential Conductors 
Conductor UTS (kN) Diameter (mm) Cost/m ($) 
Lychee 30/7/3.25 ASCR/GZ 126 22.8  4.75 
Nitrogen 37/3.00 AAAC 62.6 21 3.90 
Phosphorous 37/3.75 AAAC  93.1 26.3 7.00 
As the route for this new feeder largely follows road reserve there is limited room for stays 
and a high frequency of free standing angle poles required. For these reasons the use of 
lychee conductor will be considered no further and NPV costing will be completed only as 
comparison between Nitrogen and Phosphorous conductors. 
5.5 Conductor size and Corona effect. 
Corona discharge is an electrical discharge where the surface voltage gradient (SVG) of an 
object exceeds the break down level of air causing an ionisation of the surrounding air 
resulting in a partial discharge into the surrounding air. This discharge can cause Radio and 
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Television Interference (RFI) (TFI), audible noise and large power loss in cases where the 
SVG becomes high. AS/NZ 7000 sets a maximum SVG of 16kV/cm to avoid problems 
associated with corona. Conductors selected must not have a SVG greater than 16 kV/cm at 
the rated voltage. 
In order to determine if this will be a problem the surface voltage gradient of the smallest 
conductor that could carry the future load current, being Nitrogen, will be checked. 
Peeks formula provides a method for determining critical gradient for corona on a conductor 
surface [9] Gillespie 2010 
Peeks formula  
ܧ଴ ൌ 30݉ߪ ൬1 ൅ 0.3√ߪݎ൰ ܸ݇/ܿ݉ 
ܧ଴ ൌ Critical gradient voltage   ݉ ൌsurface factor of conductor 
ߪ ൌ Relative air density    ݎ ൌ	Radius of conductor 
The surface factor of the conductor can be back calculated using the fact that in wet 
conditions significant corona occurs with a SVG of 17 kV/cm [9] Gillespie 2010 page 161 
So the surface factor for Nitrogen will be  
݉௡௜௧ ൌ ܧ଴൤30ߪ ൬1 ൅ 0.3√ߪݎ൰൨
 
݉௡௜௧ ൌ 17൤30 ∗ 0.95 ൬1 ൅ 0.3√0.95 ∗ 0.0105൰൨
 
݉௡௜௧ ൌ 0.149 
In order to calculate the SVG of the conductor the configuration of the poles and height of 
conductors must be determined. For this calculation EE standard pole configurations will be 
adopted (see appendix D) and sags will be for 17 % uts nitrogen running full load at 85 
degree C over a 209m span (sags taken from PLS-CADD span Peg30-Peg31) using 21m 
poles with 2.9 m footings and earth raiser brackets. 
The average height of c phase (lowest) can be calculated as  
ܻܽݒ௖ ൌ ௖ܻ െ ൬2 ܵ௡௜௧3 ൰ 
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ܣݒ௖ ൌ Average Height of C phase in meters   ௖ܻ ൌ Attachment height of phase  
ܵ௡௜௧ ൌ Sag in conductor     
ܻܽݒ௖ ൌ 14.87 െ ൬25.73 ൰ 
ܻܽݒ௖ ൌ 11.07	݉ 
Similarly for B and A phase 
ܻܽݒ௕ ൌ 15.97 െ ൬25.73 ൰ 
ܻܽݒ௕ ൌ 12.17	݉ 
ܻܽݒ௔ ൌ 17.07 െ ൬25.73 ൰ 
ܻܽݒ௔ ൌ 13.27	݉ 
Horizontal offsets X in meters  
ܺ௔ ൌ 1.5݉					ܺ௕ ൌ െ1.5݉				ܺ௖ ൌ 1.5݉ 
Gillespie also provides a method for determination of the surface voltage gradient and his 
method is followed below to determine SVG. The relationship used to calculate the charges 
of the conductors is the matrix equation:  
ሾݍሿ ൌ ሾܿሿሾܸሿ 
Where q= single column matrix of charge   V= single column matrix of potential 
And c= the square matrix of characteristic and mutual capacitance coefficients 
In order to determine c the potential co-efficients must be determined these are obtained by 
considering the relationship and effects of capacitance each phase has between earth and the 
other phases. The coefficients are calculated as follows. 
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Having the height above ground and conductor radius 
the potential coefficients for conductors can be 
calculated as  
௜ܲ௜ ൌ 12ߨߝ଴ ∗ ln	൬
2݄௜
ݎ௜ ൰ 
௜ܲ௝ ൌ 12ߨߝ଴ ∗ ln	ቆ
ܦ௜௝′
ܦ௜௝ ቇ 
Where ݎ௜ is the i th conductors radius  
It is known that ௜ܲ௝ ൌ ௝ܲ௜ 
By inversion ሾܥሿ ൌ ሾܲሿିଵ 
And ሾݍሿ ൌ ሾܿሿሾݒሿ 
The intensity of the field can be calculated using Gauss’s theorem (Gillespie 2010) 
ܧ ൌ ݍ2ߨߝ଴ݔ 
Where x is the distance from the point to where charge is to be calculated to the conductor or 
its image i’. To calculate the voltage gradient at the conductor surface: 
 	
ܧ௖௢௡ௗ	௦௨௥௙ ൌ ݍ௖௢௡ௗ2ߨߝ଴ ൬
1
ݎ௜ െ
1
2݄൰ 
And as 2h>> than ݎ௜ 
ܧ௖௢௡ௗ	௦௨௥௙ ൌ ݍ௖௢௡ௗ2ߨߝ଴ݎ௜ 
So calculating the potential co-efficients for each phase and its image  
௔ܲ௔ ൌ 12ߨߝ଴ ∗ ln	൬
2 ∗ ܻܽݒ௔
0.0105 ൰ 
௔ܲ௔ୀ1.408 ∗ 10ିଵଵ 
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Similarly  
௕ܲ௕ ൌ 12ߨߝ଴ ∗ ln	൬
2 ∗ ܻܽݒ௕
0.0105 ൰ 
௕ܲ௕ୀ1.393 ∗ 10ିଵଵ 
௖ܲ௖ ൌ 12ߨߝ଴ ∗ ln	൬
2 ∗ ܻܽݒ௖
0.0105 ൰ 
௖ܲ௖ୀ1.376 ∗ 10ିଵଵ 
And then calculating the potential co-efficients from phase to phase using the following for 
each phase 
௔ܲ௕ ൌ 12ߨߝ଴ ∗ ln	቎ඨ
ሺݔ௔ െ ݔ௕ሻଶ ൅ ሺܻܽݒ௔ ൅ ܻܽݒ௕ሻଶ
ሺݔ௔ െ ݔ௕ሻଶ ൅ ሺܻܽݒ௔ െ ܻܽݒ௕ሻଶ቏  
௔ܲ௕ ൌ 3.742 ∗ 10ଵ଴ 
௕ܲ௔ ൌ ௔ܲ௕ 
௕ܲ௖ ൌ 3.582 ∗ 10ଵ଴ 
௖ܲ௕ ൌ ௕ܲ௖ 
௖ܲ௔ ൌ 4.321 ∗ 10ଵ଴ 
௔ܲ௖ ൌ ௖ܲ௔ 
ሾܲሿ ൌ ൥
௔ܲ௔ ௕ܲ௔ ௖ܲ௔
௔ܲ௕ ௕ܲ௕ ௖ܲ௕
௔ܲ௖ ௕ܲ௖ ௖ܲ௖
൩ 
 
ሾܸሿ ൌ
ۏ
ێێ
ێێ
ێ
ۍ 132ܸ݇√3 ∗ 0°
132ܸ݇
√3 ∗ െ120°
132ܸ݇
√3 ∗ 120° ے
ۑۑ
ۑۑ
ۑ
ې
 
Now charge can be calculated as  
ሾܳሿ ൌ ሾܲሿିଵሾܸሿ	ܿ݋ݑ݈݋ܾ݉ݏ 
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And from above each the surface voltage gradient of each phase can be determined by 
ܧ௦௩௚∅ ൌ ܳ∅2ߨߝ଴ݎ௜ 
ܧ௦௩௚௔ ൌ 13.182	ܸ݇/ܿ݉ 
ܧ௦௩௚௕ ൌ 12.575	ܸ݇/ܿ݉ 
ܧ௦௩௚௖ ൌ 13.335	ܸ݇/ܿ݉ 
Therefore SVG is less than 16 kV/cm on all phases with Nitrogen conductor. Therefore 
Nitrogen will be large enough to ensure no adverse effects from corona will be experienced 
once the line is placed in service. Larger conductors will also be suitable as surface voltage 
gradient is lower for larger diameter conductors in the same geometric configuration. 
5.6 Loss Calculation and NPV Costing of Different Conductors Options 
In order to provide an estimate of the life costs of different types of conductors Net Present 
Value (NPV) of two different types of conductors, Nitrogen and Phosphorous, have been 
determined including an estimate of costs attributable to losses. EE does not consider loss 
calculation or the cost of losses on determining which conductor should be used as the cost of 
lost power is not attributed to EE. Therefore this section is for analysis and educational 
purposes only and has no bearing on the outcome. Nitrogen conductor is to be used regardless 
of the outcome of this section. 
5.6.1 Determination of power loss for different conductors. 
In order to determine the continuous losses for different types of conductors first the future 
summer peak loads were estimated by examining past summer peak data. From section 2.3 
we can see the linear trend of data for the last 12 years suggests an average growth rate of 
2.08 MW per year. Using Matlab, this data was extrapolated over a fifty year future period 
(assuming a fifty year life of the line) which reveals predicted future summer peak loads on 
the Dubbo and Western NSW network as displayed in Figure 11 over page.  
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Figure 11: Predicted future summer peak loads of western NSW 
This figure shows the predicted summer peak loads on the total Western NSW 132 kV 
network assuming that load will continue to grow at an even linear rate. In order to find the 
new feeder’s share of this summer peak load the ratio of load carried by the new line was 
determined. The 132 kV network in western NSW is a complex mesh network. In order to 
determine the predicted load flows with the new line in service, EE’s Network planning 
department have created models of the altered network, using network modelling software 
called Sincal, A print out from this model is included as appendix C and it shall be assumed 
here for simplification of estimation that load on the system shall grow at an even rate at all 
points maintaining the ratio of load supplied by each line as shown in Appendix C as the load 
grows. The new lines summer peak load for the future can then be estimated annually as 
9ܩܻ	ݏݑ݉݉݁ݎ	݈݋ܽ݀ ൌ ݐ݋ݐ݈ܽ	ݏݑ݉݉݁ݎ	݈݋ܽ݀ ∗ 51.7851.78 ൅ 60.91 ൅ 61.5 
 
Figure 12 below shows future predicted summer load on the new 9GY feeder. 
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Figure 12: Estimated future summer loads on 9GY 
In order to estimate the annual cost of losses for different conductor types the continuous 
current needs to be estimated rather than the peak currents determined above in order to do 
this a load factor of 0.55 is applied to the peak values in accordance with EE’s network 
planning policy CEOM8003. Applying the load factor and converting the load back to amps 
9ܩܻ	ܫሺܣ݉݌ݏሻ ൌ ൬0.55 ∗ 9ܩܻ	ݏݑ݉݉݁ݎ	݈݋ܽ݀132	ܸ݇ ∗ √3 ൰ 
 
Figure 13:  Estimated continuous current of Feeder 9GY 
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Once the current has been determined the losses for different conductors can be determined. 
In this estimate the losses shall be calculated as	ܫଶܴ losses. 
9ܩܻ	݈݋ݏݏ ൌ ܴܽܿ௖௢௡ௗ݇݉ ∗ ܮ ∗ ሺ9ܩܻ	ܫሻ^2 
Where ܴܽܿ௖௢௡ௗ= ac resistance at 40 degrees Celsius  and L= length of the line in km 
  
Figure 14: comparison of estimated loss for each conductor type 
So from this we can easily see that the losses using larger conductor are considerably 
reduced. 
While using larger conductor does reduce the cost of losses the initial cost of installing the 
larger cable is higher, not only because the cost of the material is higher, but also because the 
structures carrying the conductors need to be stronger in order to cope with the higher 
tensions in the conductor and the higher wind loads brought on by the fact the conductor 
diameter is larger and therefore the sail area of the wire is greater. 
Figure 15 shows the difference in strength usage for a sample of poles from the new line 
designed to meet requirements for nitrogen when the conductor is replaced with phosphorous. 
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Figure 15: Pole strength usage comparison between Nitrogen and Phosphorous conductors. 
From the above sample it can be seen that a considerable percentage of the poles need to be 
up graded in strength or alternately have stays added in order to cope with the additional 
loading of the larger wire. In order to allow for upgrading of conductors 81 poles on the 
whole line need to be upgraded. For the purpose of this section it will be assumed that and 
additional $10,000 dollars per pole can to be allocated wherever poles are not strong enough 
allowing for stays or stronger poles to be placed. This assumption would be an over estimate 
of the final figure but should serve to provide adequate allowance in the final NPV evaluation 
for difference in construction cost. Cost of the conductor material is determined from Table 
6: Potential Conductors. 
Net upfront cost for each conductor 
	ܫ݊݅ݐ݈݅ܽ	ܥ݋ݏݐ௡௜௧ ൌ 49 ∗ 3 ∗ 3.75 ∗ 10ଷ ൌ $551,250 
ܫ݊݅ݐ݈݅ܽ	ܥ݋ݏݐ௣௛௢௦ ൌ $810,000 ൅ 49 ∗ 3 ∗ 7 ∗ 10ଷ ൌ $1,839,000 
Having determined estimates of the ongoing losses and the initial setup cost for each 
conductor type the ongoing cost of losses was estimated and the NPV calculated for each 
scenario. In order to value the cost of the losses from Figure 14, Time Of Usage (TOU) 
business tariffs where determined from Country Energy’s web site for current prices and cost 
of losses for year 1 were determined on these prices. Each year after the price was 
compounded further by an ongoing factor of 2.5 % in order to reflect increasing price rises of 
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electricity. Load was split 2/3 peak and shoulder (same price) and 1/3 off peak and annual 
cost determined based on losses from figure 14. 
 
 
Figure 16: Annual cost of loss for different conductors 
Once ongoing costs are established NPV costing can be determined. NPV costing is used to 
compare the cost of projects with different ongoing costs in order to establish the total cost 
(or profit) of a project in today’s dollars. Due to inflation the value of money in the future 
won’t be as high as the value of the same amount of money in current times. In order to allow 
for this costs from each year are converted to today’s worth in dollars by applying the 
discounted rate of inflation and then summed to provide total cost in today’s dollars for 
comparison. The equation used for this is  
ܸܰܲ ൌ ܫܥ ൅෍ ܥሺݐሻሺ1 ൅ ݎሻ௧
௡
௧ୀ଴
 
Where ܫܥ = initial cost   ݊ ൌnumber of years  							ܥሺݐሻ ൌCost (or profit) for that year  
ݐ= year (time)    ݎ ൌinterest rate  
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Applying this to the data from Figure 16 and the initial costs above in Matlab gives 
 
Figure 17: NPV of different conductors 
From the figure above it can be seen that after approximately ten years the NPV of both 
conductors becomes equal. This means that using the larger wire even allowing excessive 
cost of initial start-up for phosphorous and simplifying the losses which will lower them 
slightly, will have around a ten year pay back and from there after will be cheaper when 
converted to today’s dollars.  
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6 Electrical Design  
6.1 Circuit to circuit separation 
Adequate separation between circuits must be provided both to circuits crossing underneath 
the new line either attached to the same pole or unattached and to circuits built underneath 
sharing the same spans. The separations must be large enough to prevent any chance of 
circuit to circuit flashover. AS/NZ 7000 gives methods and formula to determine the 
minimum required separation. 
 
6.1.1 Unattached Undercrossing separation 
Table 3.1 of AS/NZ7000 gives directly the minimum vertical separation for unattached 
crossings. This value is used as the minimum unless there is a chance dynamic changes to the 
loadings could cause the lower circuit to accidentally contact into the higher circuit. Such 
dynamic load changes could include ice shedding off the lower conductor or vegetation 
falling onto conductors. Clearance requirements for the voltages on this project are: 
Lower circuit Upper circuit 132kV 
132 kV No wind 2.4 m 
Wind 1.5 m 
11 kV No wind 2.4 m 
Wind 1.5 m 
415 V No wind 2.4 m 
Wind 1.5 m 
Table 7: Minimum circuit separation for unattached crossings 
As on this project there were no incidences where dynamic loading is likely to cause the 
lower circuit to come in contact with the upper one, these were the minimum separations 
used. The no wind clearances are to be maintained with the upper circuit at its maximum 
operating temperature and the lower circuit at the ambient everyday temperature. Wind 
clearances must be maintained with both circuits at ambient temperature and 100 Pa of wind 
and power frequency clearance must be maintained under 500 Pa of wind (AS/NZ 7000 table 
3.2). 
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6.1.2 Attached Undercrossing separation 
Unattached crossing separation from 132 kV to any circuit below on the same pole, need to 
have a minimum of 2.4 m vertical separation (AS/NZ 7000 table 3.3). 
6.1.3 Underbuilt circuits 
6.1.3.1 Mid	span	separation		
Separate circuits sharing the same spans and structures must satisfy two criteria the first is 
midspan only separation requirements. This requirement is to allow for the differential 
movement of conductors under wind conditions with minimum turbulence. For this condition 
both circuits are set to 50 degrees C.   
The equation for this separation is given as: 
ඥܺଶ ൅ ሺ1.2ܻሻଶ ൒ ௎ଵହ଴ ൅ ݇ඥܦ ൅ ݈௜    Formula 3.1 AS/NZ 7000 
Where  
X = is the Horizontal distance in meters between conductors at mid span  
Y= is the Vertical distance in meters between conductors at mid span  
U= is the r.m.s. vector difference (kV) in potential between the two conductors when each 
is operating at its normal voltage. In calculation of this regard is also paid to any phase 
difference.  
k= is a constant normally = to 0.4 
D= is the greater of the two conductor sags of the span in question  
li = is the length of any free swinging suspension insulator (0 for pin or posts) 
U is calculated from the following equation which uses the Cosine rule to find the vector 
difference potential between the phase conductors. 
ܷ ൌ ට ௔ܸଶ ൅ ௕ܸଶ െ 2 ∗ ௔ܸ ∗ ௕ܸ ∗ ܥ݋ݏሺ∅ሻ 
Where  
௔ܸ= The upper circuit nominal phase to earth value (kV) 
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௕ܸ= The lower circuit nominal phase to earth value (kV) 
∅= The phase angle between the two circuits (degrees) 
So for the upper circuit having a nominal phase to phase voltage of 132 kV and the lower 
circuit being 11 kV and allowing for a star delta phase shift through transformers the plus 
some additional phase difference on the lower voltage U can be calculated as: 
ܷ ൌ ඨ൬132√3 ൰
ଶ
൅ ൬11√3൰
ଶ
െ 2 ∗ 132√3 ∗
11
√3 ∗ ܥ݋ݏሺ160ሻ 
ܷ ൌ 82.2	ܸ݇ 
The U/150 distance can also now be calculated as 0.548m. This value can be input to PLS 
CADD which calculates the other parameters of sag and free swinging insulator length to 
check circuit separations for the user. However subbing this U/150 value into the equation for 
separation above with some span data from an underbuilt section of the new line which has 
sag of 4 m on the 132 kV & 3 m on the 11kV with the outside 11 kV phase directly below the 
lowest 132 kV conductor Y=0 gives:  
ܺ ൒ 	0.548 ൅ 0.4√4 ൅ 0 
ܺ ൒ 	1.348	m 
Essential Energy’s approach to this separation uses a phase shift of 120 degrees but applies a 
1.1 safety factor on top of the U/150 which gives  
ܷ ൌ ටቀଵଷଶ√ଷ ቁ
ଶ ൅ ቀଵଵ√ଷቁ
ଶ െ 2 ∗ ଵଷଶ√ଷ ∗
ଵଵ
√ଷ ∗ ܥ݋ݏሺ120ሻ     Formula 3.2 AS/NZ 7000 
ܷ ൌ 87.534	ܸ݇ 
Leading to a U/150 Value of 0.584 applying this to the same span above gave a required 
clearance in the same span of  
ܺ ൒ 	0.584 ൅ 0.4√4 ൅ 0 
ܺ ൒ 	1.384	m 
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So clearly the difference is directly related to the U/150 value used to calculate the required 
separation. U/150 values used for calculation of circuit separation in PLS CADD are given 
below in Table 8: U/150 values for EE and AS/NZ 7000 
 AS/NZ 7000 U/150 
allowing 120 degree 
phase shift 
AS/NZ 7000 U/150 
allowing 160 degree 
phase shift 
Essential Energy 
U/150 
132 – 132 kV 0.88 m NA 0.968 m 
132 – 11 kV 0.531 m 0.548 m 0.584 m 
132 – 0.415 kV 0.509 m 0.51 m 0.56 m 
OHEW -132 kV  0.508 m 0.508 m 0.559 m 
Table 8: U/150 values for EE and AS/NZ 7000 
6.1.3.2 Any	Point	in	the	span	separation		
The second condition that must be satisfied for underbuilt spans is the any point in the span 
criteria. This requires that the top circuit be set at its maximum design operating temperature 
and the lower circuit be set to the ambient design temperature. Separation at any point in the 
span must then be greater than  
ሺ0.38 ൅ ݍ ∗ ሺܷ െ 11ሻሻ Formula 3.3 AS/NZ 7000 
Where  
U= as above is the r.m.s. potential difference between circuits 
q= constant that varies but usually is 0.01 but can be decreased where field experience 
permits so for 132 kV to 11 kV using the U value calculated above with a phase angle of 160 
degrees the minimum clearance is calculated as:   
ሺ0.38 ൅ 0.01 ∗ ሺ87.534 െ 11ሻሻ 
This will give required separation of 1.1 m. 
Once again essential energy requirements differ in that rather than use a phase shift of 120 or 
even worst case 160 U is calculated at 150 degrees and a 1.1 safety factor is applied. Using 
the calculated U value from the second part above. 
ሺ0.38 ൅ 0.01 ∗ ሺ82.2 െ 11ሻሻ 
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This will give required separation of 1.2 m 
Required separations from formula 3.3 are given in  
 AS/NZ 7000 U/150 
allowing 120 degree 
phase shift 
AS/NZ 7000 U/150 
allowing 160 degree 
phase shift 
Essential Energy 
U/150 
132 – 11 kV 1.07 m 1.09 m 1.2 m 
132 – 0.415 kV 1.03 m 1.03 m 1.14 m 
Table 9: Formula 3.3 any point in the span required clearance 
6.2 Insulator selection 
6.2.1 Pollution condition creepage length 
The predominate criterion that must be satisfied is that creepage distance (the distance from 
the conductor around the perimeter of the cross section outside the sheds to the base of the 
insulator) must be large enough in order to prevent tracking under moist conditions.  
As this line runs adjacent to a train track and through western NSW’s agricultural region, air 
born dust and pollutants from train exhaust can build up on the surface of the insulator 
retaining moisture and providing a path for tracking over the surface of the insulator in wet 
conditions. For this reason this line would be possibly on the border between moderately 
polluted and heavily polluted. In this situation the higher or worst case should be adopted and 
heavy pollution creepage requirements will be adopted. 
 
Figure 18: Extract from AS 4436 (1996) “guide to selection of insulators in polluted conditions” pollution 
creepage lengths/kV 
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ܴ݁ݍݑ݅ݎ݁݀	ܿݎ݁݁݌ܽ݃݁	݈݁݊݃ݐ݄ ൌ 	 ௣ܸ ∗ ܱݒ݁ݎݒ݋݈ݐܽ݃݁	ܷܲ	ݏݑݎ݃݁ ∗ ܥݎ݁݁݌ܽ݃݁	݈݁݊݃ݐ݄/ܸ݇	
ൌ 	132 ∗ 1.1 ∗ 25 
ൌ 	3630	݉݉ 
So a minimum creepage length of 3630 mm is required for pollution criteria on the insulators. 
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7 Mechanical Design criteria 
 
7.1 Limit State Design. 
The basis for mechanical design of overhead power lines, as with most structural designs in 
Australia is limit state design. The concept of Limit State Design uses a reliability based 
approach to match component strengths to the effect of loads calculated on the basis of 
acceptably low probability of occurrence (Lee 2010). Generally this means that the system 
must remain in an undamaged state before serviceability state limit is reached and can be in a 
damaged or deflected state up to the failure limit or ultimate strength limit but not fail until 
the ultimate strength limit or failure limit is reached. The conditions under which the 
serviceability state and the ultimate state are reached depend on a number of factors such as 
climatic conditions, region and required reliability of the line, These factors and the influence 
they have on each state are discussed further on. 
 
Figure 19: Limit State 
7.2 Design life and wind pressure determination. 
7.2.1 Design life 
Design life is the target period the line is expected to perform its intended purpose without 
excessive maintenance or repair disproportional to cost of replacement. For lines in the 
subtransmission class such as this project, Essential Energy stipulates a design life of 50 
years. 
According to AS/NZ7000 in order to establish the ultimate limit withstand conditions for 
limit state design, the lines importance to the system must be established. For example a line 
supplying a large town or load with only one feed would be expected to be far more secure 
and reliable than a spur with a single substation supplying a homestead. The security levels as 
set out in AS/NZ 7000 are  
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Level 1 Applicable to overhead lines where collapse of the line may be tolerable 
with respect to social and economic consequences. 
Level 2 Applicable to Overhead lines where the collapse of the line would cause low 
risk to life and property and alternative arrangements can be provided if loss 
of support services occurs 
Level 3 Applicable to overhead lines where collapse of the line would cause 
elevated risk to life or significant economic loss to the community and sever 
post disaster services. 
Table 10: Table 1 Security Levels from AS/NZ7000 
As this the new feeder will be a major feed from Wellington to Dubbo South but will have 
full N-1 back up, the security level for this design will be level 2. 
From here the Ultimate limit state wind return period is chosen from AS/NZ 7000 table 6.1 
corresponding to the design life and security level of the line. 
 
Table 11: Table 6.1 of AS/NZ 7000, wind return periods 
 So for a design life of 50 years and a security level of 2 the return period for Ultimate wind 
limit state wind event will be 100 years. 
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Essential Energy’s CEOM 7081 is in agreement with the above determination and simply 
states in section 4.1 that ‘subtransmission lines are to be designed for a 1 in 100 year return 
period for regional wind speeds’. While in this case there is agreement, determining of the 
intended design life in other designs with a lower security requirement may benefit from 
further investigation. 
7.2.2 Wind Pressure Determination  
Having established the return period for the required wind velocity the wind pressure  of 
ultimate load limit state can be determined from ௦ܸ௜௧,ఉ ൌ ோܸܯௗሺܯ௭,௖௔௧ܯ௦ܯ௧ሻ where ோܸis 
determined from table 3.1 of AS/NZ1120 “Regional wind speeds”. 
For the Dubbo region of NSW lying within region A1 of Figure 3.1(A) of AS/NZ1120 the 1 
in 100 year return wind velocity for this area is 41 m/s. 
Using this value to find the base wind pressure with no multiplying factors we will get 
ݍ௭ ൌ 0.6 ∗ 41ଶ 
ݍ௭ ൌ 1008	ܲܽ 
Corresponding to the base values used and stipulated in EE standards (Table 1). However 
terrain and height multipliers must be applied and direction multipliers can be used to reduce 
the severity of the wind pressure applied at individual pole locations for depending on the 
alignment of the adjacent spans.  
The effect of wind on a line is worst when the wind blows perpendicular to the alignment of 
the line with little effect when wind blows parallel to the alignment. As the general direction 
of the line runs from Northwest to Southeast most spans would be affected worst by winds 
from the Southwest. From AS/NZ 1170 Table 3.2 a directional multiplier ܯௗ of 0.95 may be 
used on winds from the Southwest.  
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Figure 20: Table 3. from AS/NZ 1170 wind directional multipliers 
 
Terrain and height multipliers must also be determined and applied. The route for this project 
corresponds with the description on page 9 of AS/NZ 1170 of terrain category 2.5 “Terrain 
with few trees and isolated obstructions. This category is intermediate between TC2 and TC3 
and represents the terrain in developing outer urban areas with scattered houses , or large 
acreage developments with fewer than ten buildings per hectare.” Referring then to table 4.1 
and linearly interpolating between category 2 and 3 as instructed with an average structure 
height of 20 m above ground level. 
ܯ௭,௖௔௧ ൌ 1.08 ൅ 0.942 ൌ 1.01 
So recalculating the wind force 
௦ܸ௜௧,ఉ ൌ 41 ∗ 0.95 ∗ 1.01 ൌ 39.34݉/ݏ 
With a force of   	
ݍ௭ ൌ 0.6 ∗ 39.34ଶ ൌ 930	ܲܽ 
Therefore a reduced wind force of 930 Pa can be applied over the 1000 Pa stipulated by EE 
standards to any poles that may fail at 1000 Pa where the alignment runs in a South-eastern 
direction. However in spans that run North south the full wind velocity must be applied. 
7.3 Limit states 
“The Overhead line is considered intact when its structures, insulators, conductors and 
fittings are used at stresses below the damage limit” EE CEOM7081 page 29. This means that 
forces must be kept below the limit where damage begins to occur.  
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Limit states for mechanical design of OH lines from Figure 19 above are  
 Ultimate limit state where the capacity of the component must be greater than the 
loads intended for it to support  
 Serviceability limit state where the performance of the component under commonly 
occurring loads must be satisfactory. This may include pole tip deflection limits and  
crack criteria for concrete poles  
7.3.1 Strength Factors (Φ) 
Strength factors are to be applied to components as per table 12 below. 
Table 12: Strength factors for line components 
Line component Limit State Strength Factors (Φ) 
Reinforced or prestressed concrete 
structures.  
Strength  
0.9 Bending 
0.8 
Compression, Shear, 
Torsion or any 
combination 
0.7 Bearing 
0.9 
Combined Bending and 
compression  
Steel Poles and X-arms Strength  0.9  
Wood structures poles or members (not 
full length preservative treated) 
Strength  0.5 (Modulus of rupture) 
Serviceability 0.3 (Modulus of rupture) 
Wood structures poles or members 
(full length preservative treated) 
Strength   0.7 (modulus of rupture) 
Serviceability 0.4 (modulus of rupture) 
Fittings or pins forged or fabricated  Strength  
0.95 (verified by testing) 
0.8 (unverified) 
Fittings, cast  Strength  
0.9 (verified by testing) 
0.75 (unverified) 
Porcelain or glass cap and pin string 
insulator units 
Strength  
0.95 (verified by testing) 
0.8 (unverified electro- 
mechanical strength) 
Porcelain or glass insulators other than 
cap and pin units 
Strength 0.8 
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Synthetic composite suspension or 
strain insulators 
Strength 
0.5 (Long Term) 
0.7(Short-term ultimate for one 
minute mechanical strength) 
Other synthetic insulators Strength  
Subject to further research at this 
stage  
Foundations relying on strength of soil 
(with conventional soil testing) 
Strength  0.4-0.7 
Conductors and OHEW  
Strength  0.7 
Serviceability See section 4 of AS/NZ 7000 
Stay members  Strength  0.7 
 
7.3.2 Ultimate Strength Limit States  
For this line there are two ultimate limit states the first is the full ultimate wind limit state 
with all loads calculated for the limit wind conditions derived earlier, the second ultimate  
state occurs when conditions are coldest resulting in a maximum tension in conductors. 
7.3.2.1 Wind	limit	state		
To meet the requirements of the wind limit state the following must be satisfied  
Φܴ௡ ൐ ௡ܹ ൅ 1.1ܩ௦ ൅ 1.25ܩ௖ ൅ 1.25ܨ௧ 
Note this is not an equation as such but a statement stating strengths multiplied by strength 
factors must be greater than loads multiplied by load factors. 
Where:	Φ ൌ strength	factorsሺ	table	12ሻ ܴ௡ ൌThe nominal strength of the component  
 ௡ܹ=Effect of transverse wind load   ܩ௦ ൌVerticle dead loads (non-conductor) 
ܩ௖ ൌVerticle dead load (conductor)   
ܨ௧ ൌLoad on the structure due to intact conductor tensions @ the appropriate wind load. 
The total force applied to the structure is a resultant of wind load and the horizontal 
component applied from the tensions in each conductor. 
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Figure 21: Horizontal loading 
ܨ௧ ൌ ݍ௓ ∗ ܦ ∗ ௗܹ 	൅ 	 	2 ∗ ௫ܶ ∗ ݏ݅݊ ߠ2 
ݍ௓ ൌ Wind load (from above)   D= Diameter of conductor 
ௗܹ ൌ Wind span (in meters generally half each of the adjacent spans) 
	 ௫ܶ ൌ Horizontal conductor tension  ߠ ൌdeviation angle on the structure 
So for a straight through intermediate type pole with no deviation and with 240m spans either 
side of the structure, using the EE standard 1000 Pa ݍ௓ and a Nitrogen conductor strung at 
21.5 % UTS at 5 degrees C under ultimate wind load conditions  
ܨ௧ ൌ 1000 ∗ 0.021 ∗ 240	 ൅ 	2 ∗ 13.4 ∗ 10ଷ ∗ ݏ݅݊ 02 
ܨ௧ ൌ 5040ܰ 
Therefore under limit state conditions a straight through pole in the situation described above 
will have 5 kN transverse load applied by each conductor. 
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Figure 22: Pole tip loading and bending moment 
 
The ground line bending moment can now be calculated as: 
ܤܯ௚௟ ൌ ܨ௧ଵ ∗ ݀ଵ ൅ ܨ௧ଶ ∗ ݀ଶ ൅ ܨ௧ଷ ∗ ݀ଷ ൅ ܨ௧ସ ∗ ݀ସ ൅ ܨ௪ ∗ ݀ଵ2  
With the pole tip load calculated as 
ܶ݅݌	ܮ݋ܽ݀ ൌ ܤܯ௚௟݀ଵ  
So using the above example and assuming the OPGW will have the same diameter as the 
Nitrogen phase conductors. Considering a 21 m pole sunk 3m in the ground with OPGW 
attached at the tip, phases spaced below at even 2m intervals and an average outer pole 
diameter of 450mm 
ܤܯ௚௟ ൌ 5.0 ∗ 18 ൅ 5.0 ∗ 16 ൅ 5.0 ∗ 14 ൅ 5.0 ∗ 12 ൅ ሺ1000 ∗ 0.5 ∗ 18 ∗ 10ିଷሻ ∗ 182  
ܤܯ௚௟ ൌ 381	݇ܰ݉ 
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With tip load  
ܶ݅݌	ܮ݋ܽ݀ ൌ 38118  
ܶ݅݌	ܮ݋ܽ݀ ൌ 21.2݇ܰ 
Therefore under limit state wind the required load to withstand would be  
ܨ௧ ൌ 1.25 ∗ 1000 ∗ 0.021 ∗ 240	 ൅ 	2 ∗ 13.4 ∗ 10ଷ ∗ ݏ݅݊ 02 
ܨ௧ ൌ 6.3݇ܰ 
ܤܯ௚௟ ൌ 6.3 ∗ 18 ൅ 6.3 ∗ 16 ൅ 6.3 ∗ 14 ൅ 6.3 ∗ 12 ൅ ሺ1000 ∗ 0.5 ∗ 18 ∗ 10ିଷሻ ∗ 182  
ܤܯ௚௟ ൌ 459	݇ܰ݉ 
ܶ݅݌	ܮ݋ܽ݀ ൌ 45918  
ܶ݅݌	ܮ݋ܽ݀ ൌ 25.5݇ܰ 
So for a steel pole after being de-rated by the factor from Table 12 of 0.9 the Tip Load kN of 
the pole must be greater than 25.5kN so a 30 kN pole would be required if the pole is to be a 
free standing pole. 
7.3.2.2 Cold	limit	state		
In addition to the wind limit state load, cold limit state loads must also be met. In this 
situation conductors are at their minimum anticipated temperature resulting in the maximum 
conductor tensions due to them being at their shortest possible length.  
Φܴ௡ ൐ 1.1ܩ௦ ൅ 1.25ܩ௖ ൅ 1.25ܨ௧ 
The minimum temperature is determined from 1 in 100 year data from the bureau of 
meteorology for the western area 0 degrees is the cold temperature stipulated in CEOM7081 
and shall be adopted for this project. 
Tip loadings and Bending moments are then calculated in the same manner as previously. 
The cold condition is rarely the determining factor for strength requirements however it must 
be checked. 
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7.3.3  Serviceability Limit States  
As well as the ultimate limit state loads mentioned above serviceability limit states also need 
to be considered. Serviceability limit states are not necessary with steel poles under AS/NZ 
7000 however some distributors including EE set deflection limits under everyday weather 
conditions in for aesthetic reasons. 
The following serviceability limit states must be applied  
7.3.3.1 Short	duration	load	conditions		
This criterion corresponds to a weather condition which is likely to occur once every 12 
months approximately.  
The loading condition allows for a 500 Pa wind pressure with a wire temperature of 15 
degree C. This load condition is the weather case used to determine deflection limits and first 
crack criteria for concrete poles such as could potentially be used on this project.  
Deflection limitation load:	1.0ሺ ௡ܹሻ ൅ 1.1ሺܩ௦ ൅ ܩ௖ሻ ൅ 1.1ܨ௧ 
For steel and timber poles under these conditions EE sets a pole tip deflection limit of 5% of 
the above ground line pole length. 
For concrete poles these deflection limits still applies however the more onerous criterion that 
must be satisfied is crack criteria. For reinforced concrete poles this load condition when 
applied to the pole must not result in pole tip loads exceeding 40% of the rate pole tip 
strength. This condition results in small cracks that will open momentarily and heal again 
when the load condition is removed. 
For prestressed concrete poles, such as can be used on this project, the pole tip load is 
allowed to be increased to 50% of the ultimate tip strength under the same conditions.   
7.3.3.2 Sustained	load	Condition	(everyday	conditions)	
This criterion corresponds to likely everyday normal weather conditions and represents the 
minimum loads likely to apply to poles. 
AS/NZ7000 defines the everyday temperature as the average daytime maximum temperature 
of the coldest month of the year. EE defines temperatures for everyday under broad regions. 
The difference between these however is unlikely produce significant variation in results to 
loading and strength requirements so EE’s standard will be adopted. 
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The loading condition has a wire temperature of 5 degree C with no wind. This load 
condition is the weather case used to determine deflection limits and zero crack criteria for 
concrete poles such as could potentially be used on this project.  
Everyday load:1.1ሺܩ௦ ൅ ܩ௖ሻ ൅ 1.1ܨ௧ 
For steel and timber poles under these conditions EE sets a pole tip deflection limit of 3 % of 
the above ground line pole length. 
For concrete poles these deflection limits still apply however the more onerous criterion that 
must be satisfied is zero crack criteria. For reinforced concrete poles this load condition when 
applied to the pole must not result in pole tip lo ads exceeding 28% of the rate pole tip 
strength. This condition results in small cracks that will open momentarily and heal again 
when the load condition is removed. 
For prestressed concrete poles, such as can be used on this project, the pole tip load is 
allowed to be increased to 30% of the ultimate tip strength under the same conditions.   
7.3.4 Span reduction Factors  
AS/NZ7000 allows the reduction of wind velocity due to the fact that wind gust of the 
strengths applied under 1 in 100 year events rarely are wide enough to cover an entire large 
span. For micro burst wind conditions as applied throughout the central region of Australia 
(apart from a 200 km coastal strip and Tasmania) span reduction factor don’t begin until 
spans get to over 200 m in length (AS/NZ7000 Figure B6) As most of the spans on this line 
are around 200 m there is to be little to nil benefit from this area however on jobs where large 
wind spans are causing failures of structures this area should be investigated further. 
7.4 Pole Selection. 
As previously mentioned Essential Energy stipulates poles may be either steel or concrete. 
There are three suppliers of poles in Australia at present capable of supplying poles of the 
sizes and strengths required to build subtransmission lines made from these materials. These 
suppliers are Ingal and Bluescope providing steel products and Rocla supplying reinforced 
concrete poles.  
When used inland in temperate zones such as the Dubbo region of western NSW steel poles 
with 400g/m galvanising have a life expectancy of between 60-100 years. Concrete poles in 
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the same environment have a similar life expectancy of 80-100 years ([6] AS/NZ7000 page 
146) 
In see how much pole costs might be reduced by prices were obtained for the following range 
of poles available as standard from current EE pole suppliers. 
Table 13: Pole range available as standard from 18-24 m 
Pole length 18 m 20 m 21 m 22 m 24 m 
Pole strength 
24 kN B,I,R I,R B,R I,R I,R 
30 kN B,R B,R B,I,R B,R B,I,R 
40 kN I,R I,R B,I,R I,R I,R 
60 kN I,R I,R B,I,R I,R I,R 
B= Bluescope    I = Ingal   R=Rocla 
As previously described, models of the line will be designed with EE standard poles and then 
with the above range. 
In order to determine the costs associated with each of the line models prices were obtained 
from each of the manufacturers for the poles listed above due to privacy concerns and the fact 
that pole prices are considered proprietary information the prices of poles from individual 
suppliers cannot be listed. Once prices where received full costing for individual 
constructions where determined by adding in construction costs and delivery charges. 
Construction costs and delivery charges where determined by averaging rates from previous 
project tender schedules of rates. The rates where averaged and applied within excel to 
determine final in ground pole costs for individual pole types. The tender schedules of rates 
for projects itemise each individual task associated with the construction of a line and allocate 
a cost for different pole types. This sensitive information cannot be included in this report 
however copies of the excel sheets used for averaging will be included in the electronic 
submission for marking purposes only. 
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8 PLS-CADD Modelling  
 
8.1 Survey data 
In order to create a Model in PLS-CADD survey data must be gathered by one of several 
methods and imported into PLS-CADD. PLS-CADD can import data in a variety of formats, 
it can take data in as x, y, z coordinates from any available datum or in a profile format with 
distance from the beginning of the line, bearing or deviation and offset from the centre line to 
points of interest. For this project x, y, z coordinates in GDA94 datum MGA Zone 55 were 
used, with all heights in accordance with the Australian Height Datum (AHD).  
EE has a PLS-CADD model of 66 kV feeder 813 from Eulomogo to Wellington zone 
substation. This PLS-CADD model was created to do thermal rating checks on the line. The 
survey data, collected in 2010 using techniques of survey by GPS and theodolite for non-
ground points, was used where the 813 is to be removed and the new line built in its place. 
This data was supplemented in areas where the 813 didn’t cover and over the relocated 
portions of new alignment. 
8.1.1 Section 1 survey data 
Through section 1 there were many existing poles, lines and infrastructure to be modelled 
rearranged and analysed. All of the existing assets and infrastructure needed to be captured 
for this to take place. To survey all this using traditional techniques would be time consuming 
and the level of data acquired would need to be comprehensive in order to avoid confusion. 
With so much information needing to be gathered in such a small area a trial of vehicle based 
Terrestrial Laser Scan (TLS) survey for line design using PLS-CADD was decided on and 
approved. 
Utility Asset Management (UAM) were engaged after a number of quotes were received to 
perform the survey work on Essential Energy’s behalf. 
Terrestrial Laser Scanners are the ideal device for surveying existing in service power 
equipment as they are a contact free laser measuring device. The scanner is mounted on the 
roof top and the vehicle is driven to points along the alignment requiring to be surveyed.  
Once stationary a fix on the location of the unit is established using multi signal global 
navigation satellite system (GNSS) receivers. A survey point cloud is recorded from that 
position before moving to the next location and repeating the process. The quality of the point 
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cloud obtained from modern scanners is outstanding with UAM claiming data absolute 
accuracy to within plus or minus 20mm in both vertical and horizontal plane being obtained 
during this scan more than effective enough for power line survey and design. 
                                 
Figure 23: Vehicle mounted TLS scanner 
Once enough point clouds were obtained from scanning to adequately cover all of the 
necessary detail the data was processed by UAM into codes. In order to simplify filtering and 
reduce the cost of scanning a simple ground and none ground coding was requested as 
filtering for additional codes can add substantially to the cost of processing due to it being 
very manual and labour intensive. Once filtered a separate ASCII file for ground points and 
none ground points is produced for every position where a cloud “burst” was obtained. These 
ASCII files contain a point number, Easting, Northing, Elevation for the creation of the 
terrain model. 
Once data was obtained from UAM all data was imported into PLS-CADD. Due to the sheer 
volume of points recorded a 64 bit computer was used for initial processing of the data. The 
initial image obtained from TLS has exceptional object definition even with data separated 
into only ground and non-ground points, however due to the amount of information captured 
using this survey method the size of the file PLS-CADD file created was so large that a 
standard laptop became unresponsive as the processor can’t handle the information quick 
enough for 3d modelling. 
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Figure 24: Raw TLS survey data 3d PLS-CADD display 
In order to overcome this problem the survey data was loaded into PLS-CADD in a 64 bit 
computer and filtered so that any points within 0.5m with the same feature code (ground or 
non-ground) were merged reducing the amount of points to less than half that of the original 
file. Once complete, work was transferred back to an ordinary 32 bit machine which was then 
capable of handling the PLS-CADD file created in the 3d mode. This filtering of the data 
does affect the quality of the image but for power line design all essential ground profile 
information, conductor mid span heights, attachment points and any other relevant data is 
retained with enough clarity to determine what individual points represent.  
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Figure 25: Filtered TLS survey data 3d PLS –CADD display 
8.2 Section 2 Survey data 
Survey data for section 2 was extracted from a model of feeder 813 previously created. As 
this line is to be removed before construction of the new line commences the model was 
copied to the new PLS-CADD file as a .DXF picture only for reference purposes in the new 
model.  
The exception to this is the two villages of Wongarbon and Geurie where the new alignment 
had to be relocated to the opposite side of the street. Here new survey data was obtained as 
per section 1 with UAM performing a TLS to obtain the terrain model. Once these models 
where created they were merged with the centre line data of the original feeder 813 model 
and then the section 1 terrain model to form a single PLS-CADD file for the whole of 
sections 1 and 2 combined. 
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Figure 26: Geurie relocation TLS merged with CL survey of existing 813 feeder with existing 813 feeder 
DXF overlay 
8.3 Section 3 survey data 
Survey data for section three was obtained using Essential Energy’s Trimble GPS survey 
unit. This unit was mounted to the bull bar of a 4x4 and centreline and adjacent area of the 
new negotiated route was driven with the GPS unit recording survey points every 5 meters. 
Additional unique points, such as Telstra cable locations water mains etc., where recorded by 
removing the unit from the bulbar and recording feature code data for the points of interest. 
Once all these points were imported into PLS-CADD a Triangular Irregular Network (TIN) 
model was formed with a maximum side length of 50 m. resulting in a 3 dimensional 
computer model of the terrain. 
 
Figure 27: GNSS data with TIN model 
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8.4 Section 4 survey data 
For the final section of the line into the Wellington BSP the new line is to run parallel with an 
existing Transgrid 132 kV feeder on an alignment 35 m from the centreline of the existing 
Transgrid Feeder. The existing line was modelled by Transgrid recently to create rating 
models of the line. The survey data obtained by Transgrid during that modelling process 
covers the ground in the area where the new line is to be built. Transgrid supplied this data to 
EE in order for it to be used to model the new line. 
The data supplied by Transgrid was obtained by aerial LiDAR survey. This data has a far less 
dense point cloud than that of the terrestrial laser scan data meaning it doesn’t need the same 
filtering out of points to reduce the file size as the TLS data does. This makes aerial Lidar 
ideal for power line design as long line routes can be surveyed economically and quickly with 
a high degree of accuracy. The only small drawback of capturing data in this manner is that 
services under the ground such as water or gas mains and Optic fibre cables are not easily 
recorded. 
 
Figure 28: Aerial Lidar survey data 
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Figure 29: Limit states of conductor design ([6] AS/NZ7000 page 49) 
So for the serviceability limit state maximum tension must not exceed 50 % UTS of the 
conductor. Above the serviceability limit, damage is permitted to occur in the form of 
permanent elongation up to the ultimate tension limit where 70 % UTS is permitted for 
ultimate limit state conditions. 
8.5.3 Structural tests performed 
After creating the terrain model the weather conditions required for structural tests and the 
strength factors from Table 1Section 7 were entered into the criteria files. These files are used 
by the program to establish which tests must be performed and what strength factors to apply 
at each weather case during a structural analysis. 
 
Figure 30: Partial example of test conditions and load factors applied within PLS-CADD 
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8.6 Pole models 
In order for the subtransmission line to be created as a model within PLS-CADD, all of the 
different structures required such as intermediate and structures strain structures need to be 
compiled within a separate program which is an add on module to PLS CADD called PLS 
POLE. PLS pole comes in separate modules for Wood, Steel and Concrete poles. Within PLS 
pole components such as insulators, x-arms, braces, stays and the actual poles themselves are 
created in component files which contain all the structural information required to analyse 
each component once it is placed in the PLS-CADD model. The information included in 
these component files includes details such as the dimensions, elasticity, inertia and 
geometric detail required for each item. On this project information for most materials came 
from the EE standard criteria files however component files for non-standard poles were 
created from data given by the manufacturers of the components. 
 
Figure 31: Sample of x-arm component file data 
Once all the components needed for the poles were created the poles were built up by 
assembling the components together to form the pole geometry for the required structures. 
These pole files contain the information not only to analyse the structural components of each 
pole but also information for stringing of conductors including which phase is to connected 
where and which insulators belong to which circuit sets. Three dimensional images of the 
poles are created as the model is built up. Geometry and component data regarding 
components can be accessed by clicking on the component within the three d image. 
Each pole file can be used in numerous locations however individual files had to be created 
whenever any detail needed to be altered. These alterations included anything from a total 
reconfiguration of pole through to simple small changes such as a slight change in the angle 
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of stays. This greatly increased the amount of pole files that needed to be created for the non 
EE standard pole models. For all of the line models with differing arrangements over two 
hundred and fifty pole files were created for use in PLS-CADD throughout the project. 
 
Figure 32: Example of a 132 kV pole model with 11 kV under build 
8.7 Line models 
After creating the pole models in PLS POLE, the line models could begin to be created back 
in PLS-CADD. This was done by first creating the alignment the power line is to be built on 
across the terrain model formed by the survey data in PLS-CADD. To do this inflection 
points were placed on points where the alignment of the line is to change forming a line 
across the ground model that the power line will traverse. Once the alignment was defined a 
cross section side profile can be generated. The side profile was used to place poles and 
check ground clearances with clearance lines drawn at heights above ground defined by the 
criteria added in section 9.5. 
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PLS pole models where then placed on the angle points and intermediate pole models 
distributed throughout the straight portions of line as required. Initially only EE standard pole 
models were used in modelling with the lowest tip strength available in the required length 
used for the initial model. Once strain poles were in position conductors were added between 
strain points. Intermediate poles were added, removed and swapped in PLS CADD without 
affecting the section stringing and this was performed until the model met with EE standard 
clearance requirements. 
 
Figure 33: Example of cable data file for Nitrogen conductor 
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Figure 34: Side profile view 
Once poles EE standard poles were positioned so that ground and circuit to circuit clearances 
conditions from section 3 and 7 respectively were satisfied, structural analysis of poles and 
material was carried out.  
Structural analysis was carried out for each pole, with poles that failed strength requirements 
being modified or replaced until they met the strength requirements of the loads placed upon 
them. PLS- CADD structural analysis can be perform either on each individual pole, in 
sections of multiple poles or over the entire line (Appendices E & F load report examples). 
Initial reports for the entire line flagged which structures required alternation or replacement 
in order for structural requirements to be fulfilled. Individual pole checks then provided 
structural performance and loads for each component. These reports were used to find which 
element of the structure was failing strength requirements and what elements needed to be 
upgraded in the PLS POLE model for the structure to perform its required task. Once this was 
established either a PLS POLE file with the required components was selected to replace the 
original, or the pole file was saved as a separate file, then modified and the new file used as a 
replacement in that location. Modifications included new or additional stays, upgraded 
structural components such as poles and insulators and reconfigurations of the pole to 
increase clearance or change the way the pole loads are distributed. 
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Figure 35: Example of structural analysis for a single pole from PLS CADD  
Once all 274 poles required on the EE standard pole line were modelled and met load 
requirements. The entire line was again run and a report generated and recorded as evidence 
that the line will perform to meet required limit state loads. 
In order to make alterations to the line for comparison between different pole materials and 
design criteria copies of the line were created and then alterations made by creating new pole 
files with different pole materials, lengths and strength for products from the various 
manufacturers.  
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In order to determine the most economical configuration and pole materials models from 
each product range were created and lines created with models from each range. This had to 
be completed for each range as different poles don’t necessarily perform equally despite the 
tip load ratings being the same. (See section 7) 
Circuit to circuit and phase to phase clearances were also checked in the models for circuit to 
circuit clearance with minimum separations set as out in section 6. Clearance violations were 
corrected by replacing or modifying pole files as above. 
 
Figure 36: Wire clearance check criteria set up for EE mid span circuit to circuit clearance. 
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Figure 37:  Wire clearance check criteria set up for EE any point in the span circuit to circuit clearance. 
 
Figure 38: Graphic representation of a clearance check for a 132 kV undercrossing 
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To see what effect this had on the estimate of costs or poles, costing was done for each 
structure type used and summated for the total number of each pole type. Costs for each pole 
type were allocated for: 
 Initial purchase of pole including all the required fittings from the manufacturer. 
 Deliver to pole dump from manufacturer. 
 Deliver from pole dump to peg site. 
 Costs for fitting hardware to pole. 
 Cost for drill hole for foundation. 
 Cost to put pole together (two piece poles) and stand the pole including concrete 
backfill. 
 Cost to clip the conductors in or terminate conductors at the completion of the 
construction phase. 
In order to determine delivery charges from manufacturer to pole dump and initial purchase 
price of the poles, quotes where obtained from each of the manufacturers for each of the pole 
types delivered to pole dumps along the route.  
For construction of projects such as the Wellington Dubbo line EE generally contracts out 
construction of the line to construction companies. A tender process is employed to select the 
construction company to construct the line. In order to make the tender process fair, easy to 
understand and uniform EE creates a schedule of rates for the project, with each task 
associated with building a power line itemised on the schedule. Included in the schedule is an 
estimate of how many times on the project each task will need to be performed. Companies 
submitting tenders for the project then put costs for each task on the schedule of rates. The 
total price is determined from the schedule of rates by summating the cost and frequency of 
individual tasks. (See Appendix G for an example of schedule of rates) 
In order to allocate cost for the construction items listed above, recent schedules of rates 
submitted by contractors for jobs similar to this project were averaged. This tends to produce 
a higher cost than actual, as cheapest contactors are generally selected so the average price 
gets driven up by tenderers with rates higher than the winning companies. However for initial 
estimation purposes this method will be used.  
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Applying the allocated cost for each structure to the list of structures exported into excel from 
PLS-CADD results for the EE standard pole line and the diverse non-standard optimised line 
came out as: 
Table 15: Results from using a more diverse range of poles than EE standards. 
   Dollars  Poles 
EE Standard Pole line, total cost of 
Poles   $ 3,959,070   274
Optimised line Pole costs   $ 3,680,153   265
Total saving   $ 278,917   9
Total percentage   7.0%   
 
These results showed a substantial reduction in the cost of poles for the line can be achieved 
by adopting a more diverse range of poles than available in the EE standard pole range. 
Recommendation was for a wider range of poles to be adopted at least as a trial on this 
project. 
9.2 Results for reduced wind force. 
As explained in section 7.2 the second criterion where there is a difference between EE 
standards and Australian standards which has the potential to reduce the cost of this project is 
the pressure of the wind applied to the line. Reducing the wind force on poles reduces the 
load on them and thus the strength requirements. Reducing wind load also has the added 
benefit of reducing the load on the foundations of the poles and so may have a beneficial 
effect on the cost of footings also.  
To see what effect this criterion has on the cost of the line, the wind force was dropped for 
the line with the diverse optimised pole range. Once the ultimate wind was reduced poles 
where again examined to see if further reductions in the strengths could be made and 
foundation calculations re-examined.  
Table 16: Results for reduced ultimate load wind condition. 
Number of 
poles removed 
Number of pole 
decreased in strength  Dollar value 
0  22  $ 21,560.00 
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These results are not as significant as expected this is in part due to the direction of the line 
and the fact that the terrain the new line will be built over is flat and open. With lines built in 
an East West direction or over terrain with more hills and obstacles to reduce the wind further 
reductions could be applied in to the wind force which would have a greater flow on effect 
for the strength requirements and thus the cost of new lines. Recommendation with this 
criteria for this project was leave the criteria s existing and examine further on future project 
where alterations might prove more significant. 
9.3 Results for reduced ground clearance. 
The effect of reducing ground clearance requirements is obviously to reduce the height 
requirements on some poles. In the same manner as section 10.2 the height requirements were 
reduced on the already optimised line to see what further cost reduction might have been 
attained if the required ground clearance of the line were reduced to meet Australian 
standards. 
Table 17: Reduction in line costs from adopting Australian standard ground clearance 
Number  of 
poles removed 
Number  of  pole 
decreased in length  Dollar value 
Ground 
clearance  2  14  $ 37,802.00 
 
Once again these results were not overly significant however greater than the cost saving in 
the previous section. As this criteria does provide some redundancy for mistakes made during 
construction including errors in stringing or poles being sunk too deep into the foundations, 
recommendation for this criteria is to remain unchanged as cost benefit doesn’t outweigh the 
potential advantages of maintain the extra clearance. 
9.4 Results for circuit to circuit clearance. 
This criteria was once again examined in a manner similar to the previous two, in that once 
the optimised diverse pole line design was complete, the criteria was altered to see if there 
was any financial benefit attainable from the altered criteria. This was expected to be of only 
minor benefit if at all as there are very few spans of the new line where lower voltage circuits 
are to be constructed under the 132 kV line. 
Reducing the circuit to circuit clearance criteria to meet Australian standards made no 
difference at all on this project to any of the pole requirements. As mentioned this was due to 
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the fact that the line has very few sections underbuilt by lower voltages. It is anticipated 
however this criterion has the potential to be of significant benefit in some circumstances. 
Much of the future subtransmission design work at EE in anticipated to be focused around 
trying to get more out of a subtransmission line by rerating existing assets to carry more load. 
Re rating a transmission line means either upgrading to larger conductor or making the 
existing conductors capable of running at higher temperature. This results either way 
generally in more sag in the phase conductors. A lot of the existing subtransmission lines, 
especially in coastal areas where line routs can be difficult to attain, have underbuilt lower 
voltage such as 11 kV and 415V distribution circuits beneath them. In this circumstance 
reducing circuit to circuit clearance can potentially mean the difference between having to 
replace poles or retaining the existing structures and this is where it is anticipated this 
criterion will have a significant potential impact. 
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10 Further Work Required.  
 
10.1 Estimate of total cost. 
The first outstanding item that needs to be completed is to finalise the Bill Of Materials BOM 
and complete a full estimate of the costs for the project. Costs outlined in the results section 
need to be combined with costs for materials such as insulators and hardware which are not 
included in those prices. Additional construction costs and conductor prices also need to be 
added to give an overall estimate of the full cost of the project.  
10.2 Line Lightning Performance. 
As part of this project it was proposed to conduct an assessment into the reliability of lines 
from a lightning protection perspective unfortunately due to time restraints this work is yet to 
be completed.   
10.3 Design Drawings. 
Line drawings are in the process of being completed with samples given in Appendix H. 
These along with construction schedules, conductor string data tables and the final bill of 
material are to be completed and available for hand over to construction coordinators by the 
mid December 2013 so the tender process can be completed for the commencement of 
construction in April 2014.  Drawings including route drawings rail crossing drawings and 
special constructions drawings are being completed in Micro station and all schedules will be 
completed in excel.   
10.4 Test the altered criteria on more suitable projects. 
Having established all the relevant pole models and criteria for comparison on projects, it is 
proposed to test the theories developed within this thesis to test and see if greater cost 
reductions can be achieved on projects that might be less suited to the Essential Energy 
standards. 
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11 Summary  
 
Costs for Essential Energy Subtransmission lines can be split into two categories, up front 
capital costs including all material and construction costs associated with building a new line 
and ongoing costs incorporating maintenance of the line. Losses would be incorporated as an 
ongoing cost if EE was forced into applying price of electricity to power losses on their lines. 
EE does not apply a price to power lost in transmission and distribution lines when 
considering the selection of a suitable conductor. As such conductors for subtransmission 
lines are selected on their ability to carry the rated load current and minimum size to ensure 
that corona doesn’t become an issue at the rated voltage. In this project it has been shown 
losses can become influential criteria for the selection of the most suitable conductor to use if 
normal electricity prices are used to calculate the cost of ongoing power loss. Net present 
value of the minimum suitable conductor 37/3.00 AAAC Nitrogen was calculated and 
compared to NPV of larger 37/3.75 AAAC Phosphorous conductor using Matlab. Despite 
Phosphorous conductor having almost twice the price per meter and considerably higher 
construction costs it has a lower AC resistance which would result in less power being 
dissipated into losses over the line. Net present value techniques are applied to each 
conductors losses by first calculating the loss, then applying the current time of use metering 
rates compounding at 2.5 % to allow for CPI  and adding the initial cost of both conductors. 
This has shown that despite the higher initial cost phosphorous would have the lower long 
term cost with a payback period of slightly less than ten years for the more expensive 
conductor. 
The criteria used to design an overhead power line does have an influence over the upfront 
capital cost of the project. In this project it has been shown that there are some savings to be 
attained by using Australian standards in place of EE’s more onerous subtransmission 
standards. While these cost reductions aren’t as great as initially expected it is believed that is 
largely due to the case study project being well suited to the EE standards and that other 
projects could possibly have greater cost reductions from using the alternate standards. 
Greatest area of cost reduction in terms of altering design criteria came from adopting the 
lower ground clearance followed by using the Australian standard method for calculating 
ultimate wind speed with circuit to circuit clearances making no difference to the cost of this 
case study project. 
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 Greatest reduction in cost of the case study project came from the area of material selection 
through the use of a more diverse range of poles than used as standard within EE construction 
manuals. EE standards consist of only two lengths of poles with strength ratings of 30 kN, 40 
kN, 60 kN and 80 kN. In this project alternate lines have been modelled in PLS-CADD to 
determine if capital costs might be reduced by adopting a full range of pole available from 
each of EE’s current suppliers in the length ranges between 18 and 24 meters. It was found 
that fewer poles were required and the poles where generally of a lower strength resulting in 
an overall achievable cost reduction of $ 278,917 for the cost of poles on the case study project. 
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13 Appendix A (Project specification) 
University Of Southern Queensland 
FACULTY OF ENGINEERING AND SURVEYING 
ENG4111/ ENG4112 RESEARCH PROJECT SPECIFICATION. 
AUTHOR: Peter Couch  Student W0023487 
TOPIC:  Subtransmission Line Cost Reduction through Optimised Design, 132 
kV Wellington Dubbo case study. 
SUPERVISOR: Nolan Caliao 
SPONSORSHIP:  Essential Energy. 
 
PROJECT AIMS:  
1. To determine what level of cost benefit can be achieved by deviating from Essential 
Energy’s current subtransmission standards yet complying with Australian standards 
for power line design. 
2. To determine what level of earth resistance will result in unacceptable reliability from 
a lightning black flash over viewpoint, rather than accepting the current risk based 
approach to pole earth resistances. 
 
PROGRAMME:  
1. Research Australian standards for line design and compare these with 
current essential energy standards and find areas where potential differences 
occur which may lead to cost reduction. 
2. Create a model of the proposed new 132 kV line using PLS-Cadd utilising 
current Essential energy standard criteria. 
3. Create secondary models with differing materials and criteria to see where 
the most money can be saved. 
4. Research risk based earthing and determine what levels of Earth potential 
rise might be developed during faults on this line. 
5. Research lightning protection methods for subtransmission lines and how 
the value of pole earth resistance affects the voltage developed on the pole 
when the pole or earth wire is struck by lightning. 
6. Determine what level of earth resistance will result in unacceptable 
probability of outages for the Dubbo line. 
As Time Permits: 
7. Try and determine a maximum value of earth resistance for poles on 
subtransmission lines within essential energy that will result in acceptable 
lightning performance. 
 
AGREED ________________  (Student)    ____________________  (Supervisor) 
Date  / / 2013  Date  / / 2013 
Examiner/Co-Examiner_______________________________ 
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14 Appendix B (Conductor current ratings)  
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15 Appendix C (SinCal Network models)  
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17 Appendix E (Example load reports single pole) 
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18 Appendix F (Section 1 from load reports random 20 
pole section) 
 
(Note full report is over 100 pages for this 20 pole section thus only the initial section which 
shows individual poles as black for a pass red for a fail along with the percentage usage is 
displayed here) 
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19 Appendix G (Example of tender schedule of rates) 
 
 
  
2.1 Foundation Establishment $366,400.00
Standard Pole Foundations using Augers
Foundation type a prices are per mtr deep X up to 1000mm hole at each pole location.
Normal rate (a) shall be paid unless approved by the Superintendent or shown on the designs
Superintendent may determine deeper or different foundation at any location.
Rates to include safety measures: child/stock proofing of exposed holes if left over night.
a) normal soil (that which can be bored with standard borer with mtr 643 $550.00 $353,650.00
rock auger suitable for softer rock / shales etc ) 
b) rock (requiring specialised rock boring equipment other than standard borer) mtr 15 $850.00 $12,750.00
c) Optional - Heavy duty drilling equipment to replace the needs for a & b above  mtr 658 $0.00
If the Tenderer is to use this rate, rates for a & b should not be used.
2.2 Pole Dressing (all lengths) $178,250.00
Rate to include dressing as per final design (including OHEW) to each  
completed structure (split or single piece). Where required 22kv underbuild to be     
dressed for new crossarms, insulators etc. 
a) CEM7402.31 (Intermediate Delta)
Split or single length concrete ea 204 $750.00 $153,000.00
Additional dressing to accommodate underbuild pole 224A ea 1 $500.00 $500.00
b) CEM7402.35 vertical strain (<65 Deg)
Split or single length concrete ea 11 $1,500.00 $16,500.00
c) CEM7402.36 (Strain > 65 deg)
Split or single length concrete ea 3 $1,500.00 $4,500.00
d) CEM7402.55 (flying angle <30 deg deviation)
Split or single length concrete ea 3 $750.00 $2,250.00
e) CEM7402.56 (Flying Angle 30-60 deg deviation)
Split or single length concrete ea 2 $750.00 $1,500.00
2.3 Pole Erection - all options (length, strength etc) as dressed $1,117,000.00
Rate to include: Pole assembly where split, installation of pole biscuit, pole erection, supply & delivery of backfill, compaction &/or 
vibration of backfill material (suitable spoil from site, stabilised or concrete) as per final designs.  
Site benching / levelling and reinstatement as required, traffic management
where required Location utilities checks (DBYD) and additional safety requirements as per CEMP. 
Individual structure resistance test with OHEW isolated.
a) Single length concrete ea 222 $5,000.00 $1,110,000.00
b) Split concrete   ea 1 $7,000.00 $7,000.00
2.4 Structure Earthing  $17,275.00
a) CEM7408.04 Assy 2 Pole butt earth ea 223 $75.00 $16,725.00
b) CEM7408.05 Single pole earthing system if required ea 1 $550.00 $550.00
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20 Appendix H (Matlab NPV script) 
 
 
%% This file calculates the net present value of the two different 
%% conductor types for the new Wellington to Dubbo 132 kV line. 
  
%% clear the command window and variables 
clc 
clear 
close 
%% load the relevant power load data from the excel sheet provided by 
%% planning depot 
n=50; 
r=0.09; %interest rate 
pra=0.025; %percentage increase of electricity price pa 
nitrocost=-49000*3*3.89; 
phosphcost=-(7.40*49000*3)-500000; 
LF=0.5; 
Racnit=0.1242; %ac resistance /km Nitrogen 40 deg 
Racphos=0.0788; %ac resistance /km Phosphorous 40 deg 
l=49; %line length in km 
Rnit=Racnit*l; 
Rphos=Racphos*l; 
peakload= xlsread('Loadgraph for NNAR.xlsx','Sheet1','c3:c15'); 
%year= 2001:1:2013 
year=xlsread('Loadgraph for NNAR.xlsx','Sheet1','j3:j15'); 
futyear=2013:1:2013+n-1; 
stop=length(futyear); 
  
%% find the linear trend of load growth 
trend =polyfit(year,peakload,1); 
yfit=polyval(trend,year); 
plot(year,peakload,year,yfit); 
ylabel('Peak Summer load (MW)'); 
xlabel('Year '); 
legend('Yealry load','Trend',2); 
title('Dubbo and Western area 132 kV load','FontSize',15); 
ylim([50 250]); 
xlim([2000 2015]); 
  
%% create an estimate of yearly load for the next fifty years  
  
loadpred=polyval(trend,futyear); 
figure(2); 
plot(futyear,loadpred); 
ylabel('Predicted Peak Summer load (MW)'); 
xlabel('Year '); 
title('Dubbo and Western area 132 kV Predicted Peak load','FontSize',15); 
ylim([50 300]); 
xlim([2010 2065]); 
%% calculate the load for 94y 
loadpred=polyval(trend,futyear); 
yload=loadpred*((51.78/(51.78+60.91+61.5))); 
figure(3); 
plot(futyear,yload); 
ylabel('Predicted Peak Summer load (MW)'); 
xlabel('Year '); 
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title('New 9GY Predicted Peak load','FontSize',15); 
ylim([20 100]); 
xlim([2010 2065]); 
  
%% calculate the yearly maximum current based on the above loads 
totcurren =loadpred*10^6 /(132000*sqrt(3)); 
fedycurren = totcurren*(51.78/(51.78+60.91+61.5)); 
figure (4); 
plot(futyear,fedycurren); 
ylabel('Predicted Peak Summer load current (A)'); 
xlabel('Year '); 
title('New Feeder 9GY Predicted Peak Summer Current','FontSize',15); 
ylim([50 400]); 
xlim([2010 2065]); 
  
%% calculate the estimated continuous load by applying a load factor of 
%% 0.55 to the peak loads 
fedycontcurren=fedycurren*LF; 
  
figure (5) 
plot(futyear,fedycontcurren); 
ylabel('Predicted continuous load current (A)'); 
xlabel('Year '); 
title('New Feeder 9GY Predicted Continuous Current','FontSize',15); 
ylim([50 400]); 
xlim([2010 2065]); 
  
%% Loss estimates for each conductor type  
  
for a=1:stop; 
nitlos(a,1)=(Rnit*(fedycontcurren(a)^2))*3; 
phoslos(a,1)=(Rphos*(fedycontcurren(a)^2))*3; 
a=a+1; 
end 
figure(6); 
plot(futyear,nitlos/1000,futyear,phoslos/1000); 
ylabel('Predicted continuous loss (kW)'); 
xlabel('Year '); 
title('New Feeder 9GY estimate of continuous loss','FontSize',15); 
ylim([100 850]); 
xlim([2010 2065]); 
legend('Nitrogen','Phosphurous',2) 
  
  
%% Find the annual cost of the losses (based on CE business TOU tariffs) 
  
pricenowshold=31.75; %peak and shoulder price in c/kwh 
pricenowop=18.65; %off peak price in c/kwh 
for a=1:stop; 
phoscostloss(a,1)=(365*(((phoslos(a,1))/1000)*24*2/3*pricenowshold)+(((phos
los(a,1)/1000)*24*1/3*pricenowop)))/100 ; 
a=a+1; 
pricenowshold=pricenowshold*(1+pra);   %INCREASE THE COST OF POWER BY 2% 
pricenowop=pricenowop*(1+pra); 
end 
pricenowshold=31.75; 
pricenowop=18.65; 
for a=1:stop; 
nitcostloss(a,1)=(365*(((nitlos(a,1))/1000)*24*2/3*pricenowshold)+(((nitlos
(a,1)/1000)*24*1/3*pricenowop)))/100 ; 
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a=a+1; 
pricenowshold=pricenowshold*(1+pra);   %INCREASE THE COST OF POWER BY 2% 
pricenowop=pricenowop*(1+pra); 
end 
figure(7); 
plot(futyear,phoscostloss,futyear,nitcostloss); 
ylabel('Annual Cost of loss ($)'); 
xlabel('Year '); 
title('Annual cost of losses','FontSize',15); 
legend('Phosphurous','Nitrogen',2) 
ylim([250000 4000000]); 
xlim([2010 2065]); 
  
%% Find the annual cost of the losses (based on CE business TOU tariffs) 
%% calculate the present values 
y=1; 
pvnitcost(1,y)=nitrocost; 
pvphoscost(1,y)=phosphcost; 
nitlostodate=pvnitcost 
phoslostodate=pvphoscost 
futyeartodate=2013:1:2013+n; 
for y=1:stop; 
     
    pvnitcost(1,y+1)=(nitcostloss(y)*-1)/(1+r)^y; 
    pvphoscost(1,y+1)=(phoscostloss(y)*-1)/(1+r)^y; 
    nitlostodate(1,y+1)=sum(pvnitcost) 
    phoslostodate(1,y+1)=sum(pvphoscost) 
end 
     
NPVnit=sum(pvnitcost) 
NPVphos=sum(pvphoscost) 
  
figure(8) 
plot(futyeartodate,nitlostodate,futyeartodate,phoslostodate) 
ylabel('Cumulative NPV of loss ($)'); 
xlabel('Year '); 
title('NPV of conductor cost','FontSize',15); 
legend('Phosphurous','Nitrogen',1) 
  
xlim([2010 2065]); 
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22 Appendix J (sample of costs sheet for section 2 with EE standard poles) 
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23 Appendix K (Screen shot showing EE standard line profile and optimised pole in a section where a pole is removed) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
